
1. Insert tag strip with 
pins and tag ridge 
covered by feed horn.

loading
2. Push tags until they  “stop” 
and lock in  place.

1. Press down on tag to align it 
within the hammer.

2. Squeeze applicator halfway to 
prime for tagging.

3. Ensure the tag is positioned in the ear as 
close to the head as possible avoiding the 
main blood vessels and ridges of cartilage. In 
case of young animals, allow for ear growth 
by leaving the tag to stick out by 1/4 of its 
length from the ear. 
Apply the tag by holding the animal securely 
and flattening the animal’s ear. 
TagFaster tags and applicator are suitable for 
use in marking cradles.

4. Fully and sharply release the 
handle to feed next tag.

1. Change tag strip (if required), 
pull tab up and slide tags out.

2. Return tab to original 
position.

tagging

how to apply  TAGFASTER TAGS
• Tag from the front with the tag facing forward in the ear
• Only apply TagFaster tags with the TagFaster Applicator
• Correct application ensures better tag retention
• We recommend that you dip the tag pins in antiseptic before applying the tags

TAGGING FROM 
THE FRONT
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1. Use the Allen key provided to 
remove the 2 screws holding the 
tooth in place.

2. Swing the tooth down to 
access the blade. Unscrew with 
the Allen key provided.

3. Take the new blade and screw 
provided.

4. Slide the blade into place 
between the grooves into the 
hammer.

5. Tighten the blade screw using 
the Allen key.

6. Reposition the tooth and tighten.

troubleshooting

UNLOADING CHANGING THE BLADE
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Tag from the 
front with the tag 

facing forward 
in the ear.


